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About This Game

You are stuck in a godforsaken spaceship for some reason. The way out seems "too damn long to walk" in technical jargon.
Your fortune, however, seems perfectly balanced. On one hand' you come by a jetpack that has not have all the life squeezed

out of it. On the other, when you start there are no breaks. You smash into something face-first you are going to... not die? Also,
there are lasers which is nice.

Icarus - Prima Regula is an infinite runner type game in which player flies through procedurally generated spaceship corridors
with a jetpack. Avoid obstacles, purchase upgrades and go as far as you can in this simple but fast paced flight experience. What

brought you to this spaceship and why it did exactly that, are yet to be discovered. Yet, something or someone is trying to
prevent your escape but keep you flying.
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Fun and challenging casual platformer. The assets included are unusable and the DLC packs look unprofessional. I can see how
the software itself has a lot of potential.. So then, show of hands. Who all here enjoyed them some Witcher novels? Blood of
Elves, anyone? Did anyone here want to know what King Foltest, King Vizimir, Queen Meve, Henselt, and King Demavend did
in the wake of their stormy roundtable meeting?

Well, this game's story takes place from the ruler's perspective, as Queen Meve of Lyria and Rivia attempts to stabilize her
country while trying to deal with the onslaught of invading forces from Nilfgaard. For anyone that enjoyed the f2p Gwent game
from GoG, I'm sure you must be looking forward to this; I know I was.

Why then, has this review received a thumbs down from me? Because you don't bloody get to play Gwent like a card game.
Throne Breaker expects you to play it like a freaking puzzle. Remember how it was nice and simple, the side with the highest
power value wins? And later went on to revise cards to attack the cards of opponents? Well, that's still there, but not in a way
that really matters. This game only wants you to win battles by fulfilling some very specific criteria. One example that sticks out
is when Meve and her men encounter a torn up farm, where some livestock were being attacked by a cow that went rabid. So the
victory conditions are to put the mad cow down. Weird, but easy enough on paper. Well, you better put that cow down quick,
because it's surrounded by other cows on the other side of the field, and it will actually attack them each turn. If even ONE of
those cows die, you automatically lose. This thing is built like a tank, and the game expects you to win before your second turn
is up. Another example that REALLY riled me up in all the wrong ways was when I had Meve attempt to execute the mouthy
envoy from Nilfgaard. He doesn't do anything but absorb punishment, with 20 armor points on top of 4 life points. If I don't
correctly combo all my cards to do lethal damage to him in ONE TURN, his armor points will automatically reset at the
beginning of his next turn. The game does not allow me to make changes to my deck, and the match will give me the exact same
card draws for both those battles. And no, the game doesn't care if I have a higher score than my opponents at the end of each
round. Oh! And I almost forgot, Throne Breaker is very allergic to letting the player have matches that are 2 out of 3; nine times
out of ten, it will expect you to win the entire match with one decisive round.

Those are just two of many frustrating matches I've had during the course of my time with Throne Breaker. Does the story
make up for it? Maybe, but not even at my most bored and restless hours of my life will I ever play it again. This game is tedium
personified, and a case study on awful, banal game design. This actually feels like a game the developer made for a fanbase it
genuinely hates, or at least is oozing with contempt for. I seriously expected better, CDPR. Did you set the bar so high with
Witcher 3 that you can't even surpass it? I'm already leery enough about Cyberpunk 2077 since someone had the bright idea of
putting Lady Gaga in it.. To be honest, at the momment it isn't great...
Some of the enemies dont respond, others just shoot on sight
There isn't much customisation, and guns in general
Slow-motion doesnt seem to work
BUT..!
I see that there is loads of potential in this game...
The trailer hooked me to begin with, but once I'd read the comments from others I was dubious.
However, I tried it out, and I have to say, its quite enjoyable as it is. Even though I havent played it much
I think that it can be so much better with updates and additions, so I'm holding out hope that it will
I will be keeping a close eye on this, and I think that it could be a great game, such as Ravenfield and Swords With Sauce
Keep it up!
. This seems kind of half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥but not terrible. I could set SOME of the controls to my 360 controller but couldn't access
the menu. It feels like it could be fun but I got frustrated on the 3rd level and don't really care enough to get through it.
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Yes the game is hard, but it is also really really enjoyable. Yes the first mission is tough and annoying but once you finally get
past it then starts the "real" game. On the 2nd mission what i consider the main game you have a wide open space with a few
simple taskes, all non scripted. It's basically Aliens 2 where you have to rescue colonists from a planet with aliens being a
constant threat. And to be honest for $7.99 I would take this game way over Aliens Colonial Marines. Its not perfect but it really
is worth a shot.. I've been using this exporter for awhile. It works very well most of the time, and I like that you can set the
version numbers even if you don't have a Developer version of CTF.

Just be sure that you have JavaRuntimeEnvironment and Android Studio installed on your machine. Also make sure that JRE is
32bit (and not the 64bit) is the only version installed on your machine, or else your APKs may have errors.

CTF seems to use a combination of relative and absolute screen positions, so that's another thing you'll need to keep in mind.
The default out-of-the-box virtual joystick may appear in an undesirable position, such as slightly off screen, if simply given a
screen position.
. Heroes
-Scholar, possibly the one classic tank character, where he reduces damage dealt to him but heals it back quickly. He is capable
of dealing a lot of damage in single shots though, with prep, especially his one varient.

Villain
-Miss Information is a special character in that she can't be fought until some conditions are met. I have found this to be
frustrating but she is still a fun fight.

Enviroment
-The final wasteland is a simple enviroment that is fairly easy to work around. ranges from neutral to favoring the heroes.. The
missions are beautiful, they've really improved the visuals compared to the earlier campaigns, with long trenches and and a lot of
foliage. The missions themselves are quite fun to play, there's a lot of variations in them, with assaults and manning artillery, to
stealth missions.

However.. The scripting is a bit buggy, one missions I was told to a stealth recon behind the enemy lines. The enemy found one
of my soldiers and the alarm went off. So I killed all of the enemies, yet the scripting continued as if they were still there.

And lastly.. The voice acting. It's improved so there isn't just 1 person talking to himself and the accents aren't too much overly
done. But they're still terrible. There are a lot of spelling and grammar errors and the voice actor can sometimes yell when
talking to someone or be talking normally when he's supposed to yell for a retreat.

If you're a fan of the series, buy it. But expect it to have the same issues as before.. I picked it up in Summersale and am at
Level 4 now.
I love it so far.
I always assumed that with VR the entertainment industry would develop new formats that are more experience orientated in
addition to the very fast and stressful game-play oriented formats that are the mayority right now.

"Unearthing Mars" is very much in that direction, it gives you time to take in the environment and slowly develops the story.
The graphics of the "War of the worlds" waveshooter first Level were truly breathtaking and among the best VR experiences I
have had so far.
What could be done better? Well, the abrupt level endings would be my main critique-- all levels so far just abruptly ended
without a visualization of the end and then the next level would load... the transition could be made more organic so that the
immersion is not destroyed each time a level i completed.

Keep up the good work.. This game is a bad port, and Ive heard wonderful things...

But with an

i7 4790k
32 gigs ram
SLI 980 Ti 6 gig Strix Nvidia 3d cards
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The game was an unplayble mess

In any setting combination their was huge input delay, the sound was completely out of sync and massively delayed.

30 fps, 60 fps, any res, any combination of settings, windowed or full...

When you exited the game it would take minutes+ to close, to the point where it said it closed, task manager said it closed,
steam said it was running and then music kicks into the background, leaving a soft reboot as the only way to rid it.

Basically this game gets a tag from me +Bad Port

Shame too, because I've heard nothing but great things about the game itself (just not this version).

Seems like if you are below min specs, at min specs, or well above them you will have issues. Perhaps my PC is just too PC for
this game and it can't handle running so well...

Well, a bad port is a bad port is a bad port.. was fun before hackers got to it.. SAD, MAN. This game had the potential to be a
gamechanger, what with the delicious manipulation, choice making, skill building, and sense of adventure. It's a unique
experience and something a lot of us verbal-cognitive-emotional thinkers find missing from a world of video games dominated
by physical action.

But you can tell the developers never figured out how to ground their incredible psychological theses into a smooth and sensible
user experience. Hampers include: the trudging around, lack of quick cutaways to spare us from crossing back and forth a
massive mansion just for small tasks, a cumbersome movement and camera mechanism, that goddamn garden, a lack of
sufficient roadblockers to help guide you when you could go everywhere (though maybe freedom terrifies me), a right click
"notes" system that, when present, bafflingly replaced the run-mode and forced you to trudge further, a dialogue-skip space bar
they never even told you about (and boy, did you need it, especially with their forced re-listens when returning to something),
and more.

It really feels like they had an awesome storyboarding session, put it into a game, and then forgot to see if the game was its
appropriate vessel. And not even the story\/gameplay was perfect:

1. The use of "objectives", and similarly, "successes" and "failures", didn't really do much to encourage free choice, instead
suggesting that there was one way to play -- of course you could always do whatever you wanted, but its hard to feel relaxed
doing so when you get a big FAIL screens telling you you screwed up, even if things went according to plan (what if I
WANTED to kill a world leader?).

2. Storing up items\/skills made conversations easy to breeze through via strategic point-preservation and rock-paper-scissors, as
opposed to forcing you to focus on the quality and content of the options, which will always be more enriching and challenging,
but more difficult -- and my monkey brain can only focus on the easy route if it's presented to me.

3. There's a pretty major plot twist\/revelation that I wouldn't say is logistically unearned, but I'm also not sure if it was
necessary. It sort of sidelines you from the story as you had been investing in it, and never brings you back. It would've been
cooler if your political thought processes evolved into your spiritual\/metaphysical ones, instead of being diverted from them.

Now that they got it out of their system. I bet this studio could make a perfect game next time with fine-tuned gameplay and
story, and completely overhauled, UI\/UX.

TL;DR: It's a cool game, but not for anyone who evolved from monkeys.

First Update on Icarus:
First update is submitted! We made some quality of life changes, added new obstacles and tweaked some mechanics. Here they
are:
•Resource gained and score are distinguished
•Minor revisions to upgrade store interface
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•Upgrade store prices are updated.
•Music now starts randomly
•New obstacles and obstacle sets are added
•Min to max speed times are decreased
•Rocket bonus does not shoot and frizzle down when there is no valid targets
•A truck load of performance improvements
•Minor bug fixes
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